


VIRGINIA FOOTE ANDERSON 

To: 

6 March 2002 

Office of the Secretary 
Room 159, Federal Trade Commission 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 20580 

From: Virginia and Henry Anderson 

Because the incessant calls from telemarketers are interrupting the 
activities of our daily lives and causing us to  abandon our good telephone 
manners, we want to  give our strong support t o  the proposal for a national 
“do not call” list 

Sinqerely yours, 

Virginia Foote Ande /I”pn 
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(G50) 325-3906 



Office of the Secretary, Room 159 
Federal Trade Commission 
600 Pennsylvania Av. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20580 

RE: Proposed National Do Not Call Registry 

Dear Sir: 

telemarketers have not called again. Other salespeople who are familiar with the 
fund-raisers to which we consistently contribute often call, and I prefer the 
telemarketing to other types of contact. 

I have asked salespeople not to call on the telephone again, and these 

I do not believe that a national Do Not Call Registry is needed. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Ms. HI R. Brown 
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March 4,2002 

Ofice of the Secretary 
Room 159 
Federal Trade Commission 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W. 
Washington DC 200580 

RE: Telemarketers National “do not call” Registry 

We are definitely in favor of a national “do not call” registry to keep Telemarketers fiom 
calling our home. These calls are quite annoying and very disruptive and repetitive. 

Numbers should be on the list indefinitely 
(unless a biennium--or longer sign-up periodcard is required) 

The family should be able to put their number on the registry 
(or use the telephone’s listed name) 

Verification of numbers on list - A person should be able to call in and check their 
number on an automated system or call for a card to include them on the system 

The registry should be an “all or nothing” list 

Lastly - If registered, a company could not call unless it had the person’s verifiable 
authorization to do so fi-om the national registry 
(Who would want this anyway - we’re trying to eliminate sales calls!) 

Anything to help eliminate Telemarketers calls would be appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Karen F. Gelmp 
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Your Opportunity to Comment 

Whether you are a consumer or represent a business, the FTC wants your opinions about the proposed changes to the 
Telemarketing Sales Rule, including its proposal to create a national "do not call" registry. 

You can submit your comments by sending an email to or by writing to the Office of the Secretary, Room 159, 
Federal Trade Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20580. For a list of more detailed 
questions, please refer to the . Comments will be posted. All comments that the FfC receives on the proposed 
amendments to the Telemarketing Sales Rule will be posted on the FTC website. E-mail addresses and phone numbers 
of individual commenters will be removed before posting. 

In addition to any general comments on the proposed TSR changes, the FTC is interested in your comments on the 
following questions: 

(a) How long should a telephone number remain on the national "do not call" registry? 

(b) Who should be permitted to request that a telephone number be placed on the "do not call" registry? Should requests 
from the line subscriber's spouse or adult child(?) be permitted? Should third parties (outside the FTC) be permitted to 
collect and forward requests to be put on the "do not call" registry? 5 gg3 c s V @ / ~  ~4 
(c) What security measures are appropriate and necessary to ensure that only those people who want to place their 
telephone numbers on the "do not call" registry can do so? Should consumers be able to verify that their numbers have 

UW7d AENDVEb PE&SQNb) P2#C/Nd H I /  

04 & u ~  7 ,fEr/b//ve; 
BT7MI @@7/6/1/ 

been placed on the registry? If so, how? /VOdEE YE& &uv?5N4 E&AU a! &77E4 
(d) Should the "do not call" registry be an "all or nothing" option or should it instead allow consumers to specify the days 
or time of day that they are willing to accept telemarketing calls? &/CL 4~ ~ & 7 - , , / w ~  
(e) The proposed rule would permit consumers or donors who place their name and telephone number on the "do not 
call" registry to provide express verifiable authorization to specific sellers or organizations to make calls to them. How will 
this requirement affect those entities with which a consumer or donor has a pre-exisiting relationship? 

General Questions for Comment: 
6 Q f l J - m L w ~  AEWMs/&7y n CQMrnCT 7&&7 &flp/Wf /$$&A &/S /g--&/J-s/&w 

Please provide comment, including relevant data, statistics, consumer complaint information, or any other evidence, on 
each different proposed change to the Rule. For each proposed modification that you suggest, please include answers to 
the following questions: 

(a) What is the effect (including any benefits and costs), if any, on consumers? &sy /&&?~/&2 

(b) What is the impact (including any benefits and costs), if any, on individual firms that must comply with the 

(c) What is the impact (including any benefits and costs), if any, on industry3 m/&O& Z#E4E &J€ JT-LL 

(d) What changes, if any, should be made to the proposed Rule to minimize any cost to industry or consumers? 

(e) How would each suggested change affect the benefits that might be provided by the proposed Rule to 
consumers or industry? 

(9 How would the proposed Rule affect small business entities with respect to costs, profitability, 

,UfijpHey 

Rule? #/74 edmAY7&4S 1 &//v.ia 

mM€d H&I 4&5z#flbJ-' 

NONE 
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competitiveness, 
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6 March 2002 

FTC, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Room 159 
Washington, DC 20580 

RE: TELEMARKETING RULEMAKING COMMENT FTC FILE NO. R411001 

GENTLEMEN: 

I WOULD LIKE THE RULES, REGULATIONS, AND PROCEDURES REGARDING TELEMARKETING 
TO BE MUCH STICTER AND BETTER ENFORCED FOR VIOLATORS. 

CALLS C E$E UNTIL 9:30 PM, at DINNERTIME, AND WHEN MORE IMPORTANT CALLS ARE 
ExpEcTEf/ 

Tele : 
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February 5,2002 

Ofice of the Secretary 
Federal Trade Commission 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Room 159 
Washington, DC 20580 

RE: Proposed National “DO Not Call” Registry 
Washington Post article, Style section, Consummate Consumer column, Jan. 30,2002 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to the above-listed article which appeared in the Washington Post recently, I am writing to 
express my support of the FTC-proposed National “DO Not Call” Registry. 

I pay an additional fee with the telephone company for an unlisted telephone number. I have to pay for 
my privacy, and yet it does not protect me from unwanted telemarketers. 

Telemarketers like the ones that hang up when they get my answering machine (set to pick up on 
2 rings), but leave no message; and then they call back 3 or 4 more times in the same day. 

Telemarketers like the ones that leave a ecorded message on my answering machine and fill up 
the incoming tape limit with useless and unwanted talk, disallowing important people - like my 
physician or friend - to leave messages for me while I’m out. 

p-- 

Telemarketers like the ones who are fundraising for a cause, but sternly demand to know why I 
can’t afford to contribute. 

I support the freedom of speech, but I also support the right to privacy, especially in one’s own home. 
These telemarketers are forcing themselves into my home and into my life. I believe that I have a 
hndamental right to feel safe in my own home, free fiom unwanted, unwelcomed disturbances. If 
strangers were physically bursting into my home to harass me, I could call the police for protection; yet 
no one to date has been able to successfully police or protect me fromwimilar invasions and verbal 
assaults. It is my fondest hope that the FTC will be able to do just that. 

. .  

Sincerely, 

P. Needham. 
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